The Drs Document Retrieval System can revolutionize your
medical office. Imagine how efficient it would be to have all the
information about your patients at your fingertips, and then be
able to order tests, review results, write and send prescriptions
and follow up on patient encounters – all from your personal
computer. Imagine having this ability from anywhere in the
world, at any time you choose.
Electronic charts are fast becoming the wave of the future
for the modern medical office. The most important element
in achieving this goal is creating a
completely paperless chart.
This is the reason you need Drs
Document Retrieval System.
Drs has a unique and proven
technology for easily
transforming your
dream office of
tomorrow
into your
office of
today!
Keeping patient

charts the
traditional way
takes time:
...time to create charts
...time to find charts
...time to pull charts

...time to store charts

Streamline Your Workflow
The most essential aspect of an electronic medical record is having easy and fast ways of controlling the many
processes that happen in a busy medical practice. Drs’s dynamic AutoFlow (automatic workflow) feature can
automatically generate tasks and orders linked to individual patient documents. This allows the user to push
orders and tasks through the office and quickly follow up on their progress. An easy-to-see three-stage color
system (red, blue, white) is employed for tracking tasks and for rapid follow up.

Truly Easy to Use
Every software product on the market proclaims that it is “easy-to-use.” With Drs, “ease of use” is more
than just sales jargon. To accomplish building a robust, powerful system that is “easy to use,” we have
defined what makes one program easier to use than others. Drs has been written using a “consistent user
interface” and “familiar” functionality. When a program is consistent, the user can anticipate the way to do
things. If users are familiar with the way something works in Microsoft Word® or other mainstream
products, then it is much easier for a user when similar functionality is available in Drs.
As an example of a “consistent user interface”, we have used the Microsoft Windows® drag and drop method
throughout the program. If a user needs to move a document, we use the same method whether it is being
moved from folder to folder, inbox to folder or even patient to patient. The other key element of “ease of use”
is what we have defined as “familiarity.” An example of how we use familiarity is how we have incorporated
the Microsoft Windows® Ctrl functions (Ctrl + S, Ctrl + N, etc.) and other widely used Microsoft Windows®
concepts into Drs. This allows us to make Drs more familiar to the end user, therefore making Drs much easier
to learn and to use.

“Drs changed the paper flow in our office completely. We no longer have
clerical and nursing staff chasing paper records all day long. Patient

information is available to anyone who needs it as soon as it hits the
system. It’s ready for our six physicians, two nurse practitioners, and
26 staff to view when it’s needed, and can be accessed in the office,
from the hospitals, or from home”.
Janine Salvatti, Administrator
Pulmonary Consultants - Medford, OR

F e at u r e s
• Prescription Writer
When we designed our prescription writer, we asked our doctors what is the most important feature they would
want in a prescription writer. The doctors all said the same thing – “if it is
not fast, we won’t use it.” We then wrote the fastest prescription writer on
the market today. This easy-to-use feature is optimized for speed and
accuracy in writing and customizing patients’ prescription forms and refills.

• Keyword Search/Data Miner
Imagine a system that can search your entire patient chart system for every
document that contains the names “Vioxx®” or “Bextra®.” What if it can
also search for documents that contain both the words “Vioxx®” and
“Bextra®”, but that do not contain the word “arthritis”? Drs includes a
search engine that finds this kind of information from thousands of
documents in just seconds. The most amazing aspect of the search engine is
that the documents are indexed automatically when they are saved. This
means that there is no extra effort needed to “prepare” the system for finding
data – it does it automatically!
In addition, Drs includes a data mining tool that allows reports and queries to
be saved for more specific use. What if your practice would like to know all
unfinished tasks that were sent to Nurse Edwards while she was on vacation?
What if you need to see all incomplete orders for all patients who were sent
for an MRI at least 10 days ago? Because of the flexibility of our data
mining tool, these kinds of queries can easily be molded exactly to the needs
of your practice. The queries can be saved and used whenever needed and
can be set to the appropriate security levels for your staff.

• Auto Add Documents
With Drs, providers have the added flexibility to continue to use voice
dictation for their transcription needs. Drs has the ability to automatically
“file” the dictation documents when they come back from the
transcriptionist. The documents are filed into the correct patient folder of the
correct patient chart. A report is automatically created to notify the provider
that the transcription is ready to be approved. This time-saving feature can
dramatically improve efficiency when a voice dictation system is preferred.

“It can be a daunting task going from 32 years of paper charts to an electronic
medical records system, but Drs has exceeded my expectations on all levels.
Do yourself, your staff, and your physicians a favor – get Drs!”
Elizabeth Sheroian - Office Manager, Surgicor, Inc. - Toledo, OH

Business Office Features
• Forms Processing
Imagine a system that can automatically fill out the forms that routinely come into the practice. Whether you
need to fill out hospital forms, state Medicaid forms, or business forms,
with Drs you can scan in the form and place data fields onto the scanned
image. Then, when you need a form filled out, you simply pull up the
patient, pick the form, and the system will automatically fill out that form
with the patient and practice data.

• Patient Images
With the Drs system, patient insurance cards, drivers’ licenses and
insurance referrals can be scanned for easy and efficient retrieval. Try to
visualize never again pulling a chart to retrieve this important, frequently
used back-office information.

• EOB Manager
The EOB manager automatically separates the electronic Explanation Of
Benefits files that come from the insurance companies into each patient
account. When a secondary insurance needs a copy of the EOB, instead
of leaving your chair to dig through boxes or a filing cabinets, you will be
able to quickly click your way to that particular patient’s EOB for easy
printing or electronic faxing. Paper EOBs can also be quickly scanned
and later retrieved by specifying either the date posted, the check number
or both.

Options
• Narrative Writer
This unique option provides true dictation output with a robust but
easy-to-use interface. You can quickly create dictation without typing
by simply using a mouse, or by using the pen with your Tablet PC.
• Objects like data buttons, text fields number buttons, dropdown
lists, check boxes, annotation boxes, and narrator boxes are quickly
inserted onto a word processing background for the ultimate in
easy, fast, and flexible narrative writing
• Objects can be automatically saved into Drs Data Fields for use in
templates and data mining
• Objects have user-definable filters to provide data validation and
reduction of user input errors

• Drs Monitor
Drs Monitor provides paperless printing from almost any Microsoft
Windows® application directly into the Drs inbox. This option allows
scanners to multitask and allows users to share desktop scanners.
Captured images can be viewed on the screen and can be emailed or
placed into other documents.
• Eliminate the cost of paper while printing reports (month end reports,
etc.)
• Reduce the time spent to print, file and fax reports
• Reclaim the space required to keep hard copy reports

• Practice Management Interfaces
This interface ties directly into billing system data files to bring real-time
patient information, with updates, into Drs.
• Patient photos and drivers’ licenses can easily be scanned and viewed
in the Drs face sheet
• Available interfaces include MicroMD®, Medical Manager®,
Medisoft®, PCN® and others

Why Drs?
How do you improve the bottom line for your practice? With malpractice insurance
rates climbing and reimbursements barely keeping pace with inflation, how do you
make progress or grow your practice? Do you work more hours? Do you see more
patients? The answer is NO... you need to become more organized and more
efficient. To accomplish that goal, you need a computer system that can increase
your productivity and allow you to work smarter – not longer.
Choose the right path for your future… put Drs Document Retrieval System into
your practice today

Revolutionize
YOUR PRACTICE
YOUR CHARTS
YOUR FUTURE

Call Jaydee Corporation
to setup Drs for your
Medical Manager System
(708) 788 -3203

